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By Liz Hastings

BEFORE GREG AND I
found ourselves

surrounded by

Dora the Explorer

dolls and all things

Elmo, our taste in

decorating reflected

a comfortable,

warm atmosphere

with neutral, welcoming tones.

In all of my magazines I had dog-eared the

same page featuring an over-stuffed white

couch with a woman wrapped loosely in her

lambswool robe, sipping from a Riedel wine

glass — the way life is meant to be. Walls

were cloud white with subtle hints of colour,

and an eye-popping throw pillow or accentu-

ating rug broke up the monotony. This was

clean, sophisticated Architectural Digest with

a hint of whimsy.

Fast forward 12 years and three children

later and, my, how our decorating needs have

changed.

As solid foods were introduced and our

walls grew closer to the main seating area,

toys trying to eat us alive if we let down our

guard long enough to enjoy a cup of tea, I

realized the perfect, sinkably soft white couch

would have to be put on hold, not on

layaway.

Our daughters are now ages seven,

five and 18 months and the idea of

purchasing any piece of furniture that

hasn’t been guarded against any and all

human secretions, jam, milk or otherwise is

unthinkable. You are simply asking for

trouble if you indulge in anything else.

My five-year-old came to me recently with a

wet towel and admitted, “Mommy, I just

spilled some orange juice behind the curtains

in the living room, but I wiped it up.”

Silk dupioni curtains are no match for pulp

and have no place in a home with children.

This is entirely my fault.

One of my favourite pastimes is to sit in the

family room at 3 a.m. (you are familiar with

“me-time”?) and watch taped episodes from
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HGTV where designers have been

tasked with making over a family home.

When the designer and his/her team are

not parents themselves, you just might be

settling in to witness the best half hour of

comedy you will see all week.

For starters, there are never any signs of

children upon completion. If you look

closely or press pause as the

camera quickly pans through

the kitchen en route to the

mudroom, there is almost

always a tastefully framed, profes-

sionally photographed black and white

montage of the entire family, probably next

to a small, cheeky chalkboard that reads: 1.

Take William to soccer (uniform is in trunk

of car for esthetic purposes) 2. Discard all

signs of children living here. 3. Remove all

sleeves from any children’s books and replace

covers with matching beige overwrap — see

bookshelves A thru Z for clarity.

Nowhere is there a piece of art depicting a

group of cheerful hyenas, water-sliding down

a series of candy-canes. I stand corrected. It

is a kindergartener’s interpretation of our

family on teeter-totters with a rainbow in the

distance, an original Plasticine shadow box.

Isn’t good art really about unique

collectibility?

Understandably, it would be difficult to

stage a TV “reveal” with the latest Diaper

Genie model as the room’s focal point.

Perhaps there’s a business opportunity for a

secret panel behind a piece of trim to hide

unsightly toys or a clock with a false wall for

all things mismatched and miniature.

It is often suggested to those of us with

children we should recycle or repurpose

furniture at least while the kids are young

and still practising daily smearing. Recycle?

Repurpose? Do I live in a dorm room? And

yet, our daughters have the most adorable

painted white bed frames donated from

Grandma and Grandpa’s cottage and they’ve

never looked more beautiful.

I thought we were in the clear buying a

stainless-steel fridge. Finally, a surface that

could not be cluttered with yet another dot-

to-dot victory. However, this just encouraged

the girls to make use of their science kits by

mixing substances together with just

enough stick and even more tack to show-

case their masterpieces.

It should not come as a surprise, then, that

Greg and I have an unhealthy interest in

touring model homes. If we are out running

errands, we will make a U-turn for an open

house (in part because there’s something

dangerously satisfying about

disobeying the angry shouts from

our GPS) to snoop through a home

we have no intention of buying.

Sometimes I wonder if it is the

decorating style that intrigues us, but

we always drive away feeling there is some-

thing missing from our own home.

The “keeping up with the Joneses”

mentality isn’t healthy, of course, but I’m not

sure that’s really what’s going on.

There’s something appealing about a walk

through a house that’s been cleaned for a

showing or a model home that has never

looked like aisle four of Toys R Us had

been tossed around the living room and

then a tornado spewed anything that wasn’t

bolted down into various unsuspecting

parts of the house.

We are enamored by the opulence of clean

marble floors, recognizing that before the end

of moving day those same surfaces would

have a Sharpie-stained smiley face or some-

one’s interpretation of the numbers one to 14,

written backwards in butternut squash.

The models often house furniture on loan

from high-end boutiques, with not one piece

that came from someone’s grandmother’s

estate and is now a DIY project gone wrong.

(Everyone who has attempted the make-at-

home ottoman understands.) These accentu-

ating, conversation pieces cease to exist in

model homes — and there’s something luxu-

riously breathtaking about their absence.

There’s also no dust on the light fixtures, no

cupboards overflowing with birthday-party

supplies and plastic spoons, no giant rack of

300 pairs of shoes blocking the entrance into

the house.

The colours are neutral. Nobody took a

chance on a feature wall and then left it to

“try to live with it” when it didn’t turn out

as planned.

With a business administration degree from

Wilfrid Laurier University, Monica Heinrich

spent 10 years as national marketing manager

for Home Furniture. But when her children,

now 12 and nine, were born, her career priori-

ties shifted, and five years ago she launched a

Waterloo interior consulting business called

IMM Decor in Waterloo.

From her professional — and personal —

experience in decorating family-friendly homes,

she offers the following ideas for fun and func-

tional living spaces.

*Easy comings and goings:

A child-friendly closet in your main entry

area promotes independence and is

extremely functional.

Locker-like spaces with hooks, bench and

cubbies make coming and going a snap.

Some hooks should be low enough that

kids can hang up their own jackets. Shoes

and boots can be tucked under an open

bench at the bottom of the locker; baskets

above in cubbies hold all the loose pieces

like mittens and ball hats. In a mudroom,

the lockers can be without a door, but

doors provide for a clean cupboard look.

*Designate a primary play space:

Turn a guest bedroom used once or twice

a year into a playroom that is used every

day. Line the outside of the room with

functional storage units with lots of cubbies

(from Ikea), baskets or buckets, leaving lots

of prime play area where toys and games

can be left out for the next round of fun.

Decorate the room with bright paint or

wallpaper to make it a space where the

kids want to play with their friends. Later,

as they get older and play changes, turn the

space into their “office,” a quiet, functional

space where they can do homework and

leave projects on the go.

If you don’t have an extra room, create a

space. Position your family room furniture

so there is space to one side that can be

used for play. Again, cubbie storage can

keep the space neat and organized. Be sure

to add a kid-sized table and chairs.

And here’s a bonus room: Put that wasted

space under the stairs to good use by

creating a secret playhouse. A little drywall,

some carpet, bright paint, a light, little

door, maybe a window, and voilà: a super

cool space to play. Later it’s a neat place to

get away and read in a small comfy chair.

*General storage:

When play moves outside the designated

play area, you may wish to consider:

• Furniture cabinets/built-in units: A deep

drawer or closed cupboard space in your

main living areas ensures a set home for

family games, music, gaming equipment

Expert tips for family décor
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There are fresh flowers in every room.

There are no hand-painted vases with six

weeds of varying lengths and stages of

wakefulness drooping over a mountain of

schoolwork.

The backyards, meanwhile, are in the

early stages of a sophisticated landscaping

plan. They are always surrounded by large

armour stone and river rock gardens with a

few simple green shrubs, each with the

future potential to hoist a hammock (a

white one) built for two by the time the

children move away to school.

Nowhere is there a bird-dropping encrusted

swing-set, bulrushes growing from the

sandbox or a field of dandelions that from far

enough away we can continue to convince

onlookers is a hybrid, organic mustard farm.

What Greg fails to recognize is if we moved

into one of these homes, our kids and our

clutter would accompany us and all of the

precise planning and pristine, roped-off

furniture would be carted away to be show-

cased in the next house of illusion.

Here come the movers now. . . . Hey, is

that a white couch?
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for the Wii or Xbox.

• Designated cupboard for art supplies: If

you don’t have a specific room set aside for

crafting, this play typically is done in the

kitchen. Set aside a kitchen cupboard to

house the supplies. By keeping this

cupboard low, it makes it self-serve for

setup and cleanup.

• Baskets: For the last-minute tidy up

before company comes, work a couple of

closed funky baskets into your room layout

— for example under an open console

table or beside a chair.

*Decorating for function and style:

Too often you hear of compromise on

style in lieu of function for the kids. There

is no reason for this if you keep a few

things in mind:

• Upholstery choices: Start with a well-

built hardwood sofa frame. Next consider

the many great fabric choices that offer

durability and style. Leather is certainly a

good option, easy to clean and durable;

just be aware of the grade of leather – the

higher the grade, the greater the markings

from daily living. Textured fabric offers

warmth and forgiveness for spills and

marks. Pay attention to the number of rubs

the fabric is suggested for. A low number

like 15,000 rubs would not suit an active

family room but 80,000 rubs (depending

on the testing used) enters commercial-use

specifications and would be a good choice.

Regardless of your fabric choice, it is

important to get to spills quickly to mini-

mize any permanent markings.

• Flooring: Flooring thoughts are the

same with or without kids. The darker the

floor, the more that shows i.e. crumbs in

the kitchen, dust in the mudroom. This,

however, is an easy fix with a broom or

vacuum cleaner so don’t discount these

lovely rich and dramatic choices. If tile is

your choice, texture is key. This provides

depth and interest to the tile and helps to

add traction— definitely a plus for kids

and pets on the move!

• Walls: Whether painted or wallpapered

(accent only), texture adds interest. For

example, adding texture to high traffic

areas in the stairwell allows you to

continue the same paint colour but add

extra durability. It’s a subtle way to add

interest and change to the same colour

flow. Consider the traffic flow when

painting and be sure your choice offers

washability. Matt paints are very forgiving,

can be touched up and ensure you have

very little shine.

• Counter finishes: Consider the use of

the counter or table before deciding on a

finish. Hard surfaces like granite and

quartz provide easy working and crafting

spaces in the kitchen. Kitchen tables that

may be used for the same projects are best

made of a hardwood. Regardless of the

wooden surface, however, it is always best

to put something beneath the work to

avoid markings on the surface.

*Accessorizing with the help of the kids:

• Cabinet art: Books, art, pictures and,

yes, tissue-box crafts, stuffed bag art,

colourful pottery, Plasticine figures, rock

sculptures, framed drawings, tissue flowers

in a vase, you name it — your child’s art is

wonderful and should be on display. Not

filling every shelf (yikes!) but a couple of

pieces placed in the cabinet is perfect. It

will make you smile and it will make them

proud. Consider adding a piece or two to

your changing mantel display or shelf in

the kitchen.

• Wall art: Again, not on every open piece

of wall, but a piece here and there.

Consider having young artists create a large

canvas (framed or not) for a special wall in

your space or theirs: You can give them

free rein or place limitations on colour and

style. Or you can simply frame some

favourite pieces from home or school in

large matted frames.

*Family pictures:

There is nothing better than admiring

lovely pictures of your kids, but resist the

urge to have picture frames everywhere. A

few strategically placed in a cabinet, on a

mantel or occasional table are great and

can be changed easily.

Also consider a gallery wall for a space

such as the family room. Use eight-by-10

pictures in matted frames to create an

evenly spaced gallery using six to 12

pictures depending on the wall and size of

picture frames. Choose black and white for

uniformity and colour for vibrancy or for

colour co-ordination.

Or consider a digital picture frame as a

fun way to enjoy your latest photos

without the clutter of frames.

*Bedroom:

This is their space, so make them love it.

Find the fun bedding, add the colourful

walls — paint, wallpaper or whimsical

murals. Add some storage (cubbies and

baskets, of course) to help keep the room

tidy but still allow for play.

A book shelf is a must for your nightly

reading. A little chair in the corner for their

own reading time is fun, too — with a

good light, of course.

For small children, include a little table

and chairs, rather than a desk, if you have

the space.

Remember to hang art, a magnet board or

mirror at their eye level.

*Other tidbits:

• Add a cork board to the mudroom to

help keep track of daily events

• Find a space to keep a box for each

child to store important papers, school

work, art work.

•A bench seat under a kitchen window or

in a child’s room adds extra storage. Leave

the top as a hard surface and you have

created another play station.

• Be sure your children understand how

to use the spaces you have provided so

they can show their independence and take

ownership of their belongings.


